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Background
Ghana is one of the countries implementing the Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) that require signatories to work towards achieving targets in areas such as
eradicating poverty and hunger, increasing access to potable water and improved
sanitation, reducing child mortality, improving maternal health, and increasing
environmental sustainability.
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Poor access to potable water, health and sanitation services is hazardous to our health.
Poor health undermines our productivity by limiting our ability to work and also attend
school, thereby perpetuating the cycle of poverty. Most communities and community
based organisations lack the necessary tools, information, organization and advocacy
skills to demand for their rights to be met by the District Assemblies and other
statutory bodies given the responsibility to do so.
Friends of the Earth-Ghana and the Rural Development and Youth Association
(RUDEYA), both organisations supported by the European Union, are working with
communities to help them know and understand that we all have a fundamental right,
without any discrimination whatsoever, to have access to basic services such as water,
sanitation and health. When we all know about our rights, we are empowered to
demand that those rights are fulfilled by the District Assemblies.
The project is about building the capacities of communities to engage in monitoring,
rights based advocacy, and policy dialogue to give us all the knowledge and skills to
demand our rights are met by our District Assemblies. Priority districts for the project
include Hohoe Municipality/South Afajato, North Dayi, South Dayi, Nkwanta and
Kpando in the Volta Region, and Bimbilla, Yendi, Zabzugu, Kumbungu, Gambaga and
Nanton in the Northern Region.

Why is this project needed?
•

•

•

•

To provide communities with information we all need to identify gaps and
bottlenecks in basic service provision and to evaluate the quality of any services
already available
To create community awareness about our rights to services and to empower us
all to advocate for these rights to be met by the District Assemblies. We will join
together in coalitions and link with the media to give us a strong collective voice
To build civil society's confidence and capacity to engage in policy dialogue and
hold government accountable over their lack of service provision, as well as
demand transparency and accountability in the use of local public funds
To build the capacity of our District Assemblies to engage communities in policy
dialogue for participatory governance.

Background
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About this manual

About the project team
Friends of the Earth-Ghana (the lead organisation) was founded in 1986 with a mission
for the conservation and sustainable use of the world's natural resources to improve
the economic and social well-being of present and future generations. We aim to:
protect the earth against further degradation caused by human activities; to empower
people through participatory sustainable livelihood strategies; to reduce poverty and
inequality; to preserve the earth's ecological, cultural and ethnic diversity; and to
promote sustainable resource use at the local, national and global levels.
The Rural Development and Youth Association (RUDEYA) was formed in 1989. The
vision of RUDEYA is that the standard of living of all segments of society will be
improved through sustainable natural resource management and primary health care.
The Association's mission is to provide all segments of society, especially the youth,
with the knowledge and means of managing natural resources on a sustainable basis,
and accessing quality primary health care services to improve their quality of life.

E mp owe r i n g l o c a l c o m m u n i t i e s a n d c i v i l s o c i e t y / c o m m u n i t y b a s e d o r g a n i s a t i o n s

This manual provides a resource for use during the community durbars, training
workshops, awareness raising activities and media events. It can be used by all
stakeholders to share information with others, to train our community groups, to
remind ourselves of what we have learned, to help us prepare information for the
media, and to guide us in the preparation of our advocacy materials. It is for use by
communities, community based organisations, civil society organisations, trainers,
leaders, District Assemblies and any other individuals or groups who find the material
useful for their activities and their work.
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Introduction
Each of us, as humans, is inherently entitled to certain fundamental rights and
freedoms, and these are established in The Universal Declaration of Human Rights1.
These rights and freedoms are for all people without distinction such as race, colour,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property,
birth or other status. Besides the most fundamental human rights such as to life,
liberty, security, and freedom from slavery and torture, which should be fulfilled and
upheld by legal and judicial systems, there are some rights that are the responsibility of
government to fulfil, such as the provision of basic services. These rights include, for
example, the right to education, and the right to a standard of living adequate to the
health and well-being of all people, including medical care and necessary social
services2 such as water and sanitation.
Ghana's 1992 Constitution guarantees equality and freedom from discrimination on
the basis of race, gender, ethnic origin, religion, creed or social or economic status. It
also provides that the state shall promote just and reasonable access by all citizens to
public facilities and services in accordance with the law. By these provisions, all people
in Ghana, without any exception at all, are entitled to equal facilities and services to
those provided by government in other communities and enjoyed by their residents.
These facilities and services include water, sanitation and health.
Friends of the Earth-Ghana is now helping communities to learn about their rights so
they can demand accountability from their District Assemblies in the provision of
services such as water, sanitation, health care and education.
This chapter outlines the basis of our rights to basic services such as water, sanitation
and health so that we can all know more about these rights and be empowered to
demand that our District Assemblies fulfil these rights.

Water and sanitation
The right to water and sanitation has long been recognized and documented by
international institutions such as the World Health Organisation (WHO), the Human
Rights Council, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, and the UN
1
2

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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High Commissioner for Human Rights. This right has since been formally established
in the UN General Assembly Resolution 64/292: The human right to water and
sanitation, adopted in 2010. The Resolution “Recognizes the right to safe and clean
drinking water and sanitation as a human right for the full enjoyment of life and all
human rights”.
What does the right to water and sanitation really mean?
The right to water and sanitation is not simply about these services being available.
There are also other conditions that apply, such as the quality of water and sanitation,
or the distance we have to travel to reach them. Clean water and sanitation are not only
about health; they are also about ensuring we can live our lives with dignity.

Sufficient. Water available to each of us must be sufficient and continuous for both
our personal and our domestic needs. The WHO recommends that a person
requires 50-100 litres a day to ensure most basic needs are met and few health
concerns arise. These needs include: drinking, personal sanitation, clothes
washing, food preparation, and personal and household hygiene.
Safe. The water we use for our personal and domestic uses must be safe to
consume, meaning it must be free from hazards such as micro-organisms and
chemicals that threaten our health. There are WHO Guidelines that outline what is
safe and what is not.
Acceptable. Water colour, odour and taste should be acceptable to us for each of
our personal or domestic uses. Furthermore, water facilities and services must be
culturally appropriate and sensitive to gender, lifecycle and privacy requirements.
Accessible. A water and/or sanitation service must be physically accessible within,
or in the close vicinity of, our households, schools, workplaces and health centres.
WHO guidelines stipulate a distance of not more than 1000 metres to fetch water,
and it should not take more than 30 minutes to fetch it.
Affordable. Water and water services must be affordable to us all. The United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) suggests water costs should not
exceed 3% of our household income.
Ghana's National Community Water and Sanitation Programme defines access to
potable water as4:
•

3
4

Year round availability of water at each water facility

http://www.un.org/waterforlifedecade/human_right_to_water.shtml
Community Water and Sanitation Agency www.cwsagh.org
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Access to a minimum of 20 litres per day for each of us (compared to the WHO
recommendation of 50 to 100 litres a day)
A borehole or standpipe must have the capacity to serve 300 people and a handdug well 150 people
The distance to a water facility must be no more than 500 meters from our houses
and schools etc
The water system should be owned and managed by the community through
established structures.
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Sanitation facilities must be5:
Safe. Toilets and latrines must provide a private, safe and dignified environment for
us all. Water must be available for us to wash our hands, and facilities for safe
wastewater disposal must be in place.
Accessible. Toilets and latrines must be within the immediate vicinity of our
households, schools or workplaces and be available to use at all times of day and
night, as well as the associated services for removal of waste water and sewerage or
latrine exhaustion.
Affordable. Access to sanitation and maintenance must be affordable for all of us,
and must not reduce anybody's capacity to purchase other essential goods and
services such as food, water and health care.
Culturally sensitive. The construction and design of latrines must be culturally
appropriate for all of us to use. Male and female public facilities, especially in
schools, must be separate to ensure privacy, safety and dignity for girls.

Ghana's water policy and the rights of Ghanaians to water and
sanitation services
Ghana's Water Policy6 explicitly recognizes access to water as a right without any
discrimination. However, this right does not mean access to a completely free service
because this is considered unsustainable. The objectives of focus area 1 – Access to
Water – of Ghana's water policy are to:
1) Facilitate improving access to potable water without discrimination; and
2) Enhance the management and development of water resources in a manner which,
as first priority, safeguards that the entire population, particularly the poor
vulnerable, will have access to adequate and potable water.
5

http://www.righttowater.info/progress-so-far/the-right-to-sanitation/what-is-needed-to-meet-thehuman- right-to-sanitation/
6
Government of Ghana (2007) National Water Policy. Accessible here:
http://www.purc.com.gh/purc/sites/default/files/WATERPOLICY.pdf
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Greater private sector participation in the provision of water and sanitation services is
promoted to meet these objectives, as well as partnerships between the public and
private sectors. Communities are expected to continue the management, operation
and maintenance of the facilities provided. District Assemblies are to be strengthened
to take a central role in supporting community management of water and sanitation
facilities. Establishing a pricing mechanism for cost recovery is considered necessary
to fulfilling this access, but the policy does recognize the rights of all people to access a
minimum level of water, most especially for people who clearly are unable to afford the
full cost of supplies.
The policy recognizes that we, as communities, also have an important role in the
water and sanitation sector. Ghana's National Community Water and Sanitation Plan
emphasizes community ownership and management of water and sanitation facilities,
as well as community participation in planning and implementing the projects. This is
because it is assumed that, as custodians, communities will ensure the sustainability of
these systems.
The policy also makes clear that all water and sanitation interventions must protect the
different needs and roles of women, men, children and the physically challenged. It
recognises that women and girls use water in different ways to men and boys, and that
women carry the burden of securing water to fulfil the needs of their families. The
policy urges that these gender issues and concerns must be considered within the
National Community Water and Sanitation Plan, and that women must be seen not
only as beneficiaries and water users, but also as water and waste managers and
decision makers. The role of women in community ownership and management is
crucial and must be fully operationalised.

Who is responsible for fulfilling this right in Ghana?
The District Assemblies are, by law, the sole bodies, responsible for the delivery of
water and sanitation facilities at the local level7. Each District Assembly has a
Community Water and Sanitation Agency (CWSA), and District Water and Sanitation
Teams (DWSTs), which together facilitate the provision of water and sanitation services
to rural communities and small towns in Ghana. Communities are expected to
contribute something towards the capital costs of providing water and sanitation
services, and then to take over management and maintenance of the facilities.

7
WaterAid Ghana (2008) Ghana – Effective financing of local governments to provide water and sanitation
services. WaterAid, Accra
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District Assemblies

Local Government Act 462 outlines the specific functions and obligations of the
District Assemblies, which include initiating programmes for the development of basic
infrastructure and providing municipal works and services in the District; and a
responsibility for the development, improvement and management of human
settlements and the environment in the District. Ghana's Water Policy also confirms
the statutory obligations of the District Assemblies to provide water and sanitation
services to communities within their jurisdiction.
The District Assemblies therefore have a clear mandate and responsibility to provide
quality basic social services and facilities, including water, sanitation and health, in a
non-discriminatory way to all people within their respective districts so that all
Ghanaians, without any exception whatsoever, have access to these services in their
communities.
Community Water and Sanitation Agencies
The Community Water and Sanitation Agency each District Assembly has various
responsibilities in facilitating the provision of community water and sanitation. Their
main role is in coordinating the actors, including public and private sector
organizations, local beneficiary communities and NGOs, in the provision of services to
rural communities. However, financial support from central government and the
District Assemblies for the Community Water and Sanitation Agencies and the District
Water and Sanitation Teams has been lacking8, undermining their progress in service
provision.
Some of the functions of the Community Water and Sanitation Agencies are to:
•

Provide technical support to the District Assemblies to:

8

Community Water and Sanitation Agency
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The District Assemblies implement the government's policies and programmes within
the districts to meet the needs of the people at the local level. Ghana's Constitution
guarantees that the state shall promote just and reasonable access by all citizens to
public facilities and services, and also that it should take all necessary actions to ensure
there is even development in every part of the country, in particular by improving the
conditions of life in rural areas to redress the urban/rural imbalance. The state provides
these facilities and services through the District and Metropolitan Assemblies, which
have the statutory mandate and functions to discharge such obligations, including the
provision of basic social services such as water, sanitation and health.

12
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o Promote the sustainability of safe water and related sanitation services in rural
communities and small towns
o Enable the Assemblies to encourage the active involvement of communities,
especially women, in the design, planning, construction and community
management of water and sanitation projects
Encourage private sector participation in the provision of safe drinking water
supply and related sanitation services
Provide District Assemblies with technical assistance in the execution of water
development and sanitation in the districts
Planning and execution of water development and sanitation in the districts
Assist and coordinate Non-governmental Organisations engaged in the
development of water, sanitation and hygiene education in rural communities and
small towns
Prescribe standards and guidelines for safe water supply and provision of related
sanitation services in rural communities and small towns and support the District
Assemblies to ensure compliance by the suppliers of these services
Charge reasonable fees for services provided.

District Water and Sanitation Teams
The District Water and Sanitation Teams are three-person teams made up of staff
seconded from the Government of Ghana's Department of Community Development,
Environmental Health Unit and Department of Public Works. The teams oversee
service provision and implement the Districts' water and sanitation programmes.
However, they have weak influence because they are neither a department of the
District Assemblies nor a formal body recognized under the assembly system, and so
they are not able to join in assemblies' decision making9.

Health
The right to health is also widely recognized by international institutions such as the
WHO, the Human Rights Council and by governments around the world. The WHO
states that the right to health is recognized by the WHO to be a fundamental part of
human rights and to living a life with dignity. Its 1946 Constitution states that “the
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental
rights of every human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief,
economic or social condition”10. We should also add 'gender' to that list, because
inequalities arising from gender can result in inequities between men and women in
9

WaterAid Ghana (2008)
Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (no date). The Right to Health. Fact Sheet no.
31.WHO, Geneva. .
10
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health status and access to health care. Taking a gender based approach recognizes
that biological and socio-cultural factors impact on the health of women and men.
Cultural norms (e.g. women's vulnerability to gender based violence; or women's
increased risk of diseases such as HIV and not able to demand for condom use),
relative poverty (women have less money to pay for health care) and the need for
different health services (e.g. maternity) mean that women's access to health care is
more limited than for men in the same social group11. Recognition of how these gender
inequities impact on health, and also the high morbidity of women in child birth,
resulted in a special global development goal focusing specifically on improving
maternal health. Ghana's Constitution also recognizes the right to good health care as
one of the basic human rights to be realized for all Ghanaians.

The right to health means that states are required to generate conditions in which we
can all be as healthy as possible, and this also extends to the underlying determinants
of health. These conditions and determinants include ensuring the availability of:
health care services, safe and potable water and adequate sanitation, healthy and safe
working conditions, a healthy environment, adequate housing and nutritious food12.
The reverse is also true: our ability to fulfil our rights to education and work, for
example, and also for us to contribute meaningfully to sustainable development in our
communities and countries, also rest on the fulfilment of our right to health because
this determines our abilities to work and learn etc.
The right to health does not mean the right to be healthy, however. It is a common
misconception that the state has to guarantee good health to us all. But health is
influenced by many factors beyond the state's control, such as our food choices,
exercise, behavior, or even our biological make-up. The right to health rather relates to
the right to enjoy goods, facilities, services and conditions necessary for realising our
right to the highest attainable standard of health13.
The right to health contains these essential elements14:
Available. Functioning health care facilities, goods and services must be available
in sufficient quantity so that we can all gain easy access to them wherever we are.

11

Mutungadura, G., Gauci, A., Armah, B., Woldemariam, E., Ayalaw, D., and Egu, B. (2007). Health inequities in
selected African countries: review of evidence and policy implications. Economic Commission for Africa.
12
WHO (2013). The right to health. Fact sheet No. 323. And UN Economic and Social Council (2000). The
right to the highest attainable standard of health: General Comment 14. UN, Geneva.
13
14

WHO. The right to health. Fact sheet No. 31.
WHO. The right to health; and General Comment 14.
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What does the right to health mean?
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Accessible. Health care facilities, goods and services must be accessible to all of us
without any discrimination. The dimensions of accessibility are:
• Non-discrimination. Health care services must be accessible to all of us, and
especially the most vulnerable and marginalized people amongst us
• Physical accessibility. Health care services must be within physical reach and
physically accessible by us all, especially vulnerable and marginalized groups
such as women, children, ethnic and indigenous minorities, people with
disabilities and people living with HIV/AIDs
• Economic accessibility (affordability). Health care must be affordable for all of
us. Costs of health care and costs of related services (e.g. potable water and
sanitation) must be based on the principle of equity so that services, whether
public or private, are affordable for all of us, especially disadvantaged groups.
Equity demands that poorer people must not be disproportionately burdened
with health expenses compared to richer people
• Access to information. Accessibility refers to the right to share for us all to share
information and ideas on health issues, but this does not impair our rights to
confidentially of our health data.
Acceptable. All health facilities, goods and services must be respectful of medical
ethics, culturally appropriate, and sensitive to gender and life-cycle requirements.
Quality. Health facilities, goods and services must be scientifically and medically
appropriate and of good quality (including skilled medical personnel, approved
and unexpired drugs and hospital equipment, potable water and adequate
sanitation).
The Patients' Charter of Ghana
The Patients' Charter makes it clear that the Ghana Health Service is for everyone living
in Ghana irrespective of our age, sex, background or religion. Most important in terms
of knowing about our rights to health are these two points contained in the Charter
•
•

The right of the individual to an easily accessible, equitable and comprehensive
health care of the highest quality within the resources of the country
The right of protection from discrimination based on culture, ethnicity, language,
religion, gender, age and type of illness or disability.

Most critical is that: all of us in Ghana have a right to the highest quality of health care,
without discrimination of any kind. This means there should be quality health care
services that are available, accessible and affordable for all, so there must be enough
facilities in the community that are close enough to us, and affordable for the poorest.
Then we also have to remember that water and sanitation facilities must be available,
affordable and close enough to us, because these also contribute to our health status
and to the fulfilment of our rights to health. As with water and sanitation services, it is
also the responsibility of our District Assembly to provide our communities with health
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facilities, and there are no exceptions to this right and to our District Assembly's
responsibility.

What should we do now?
Demand our rights!

•

•

•

•

Put messages out on community radio and in other media telling our communities
that we have a right to basic services such as water, sanitation and health and we
should demand those rights are met by our District Assemblies
Organize rallies with banners and slogans such as 'Water and sanitation are not
privileges. They are our rights. Let's demand our rights from our District
Assemblies'
Demand to see our District Assembly's budget and expenditure to see how they
are using the public funds, and demand transparency and accountability in
decisions about the use of local public funds
Demand to participate in decisions about how our District Assembly's budget is
used for local development projects.

If we all pull together to make our voices stronger, we can make a difference in our
communities. Together we are powerful, so let's use that power to improve the welfare
of our communities.
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Now that we know our rights, we are empowered by our new knowledge and we can
do many things. We can get together with others in our communities to strengthen
our voices. Some of the activities we can organise in include:
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Engaging communities for
Participatory Governance
Participatory governance is practiced more and more around the world to strengthen
democracies and increase engagement between people and their decision makers. It
enables all of us, including the most marginalised groups amongst us, to get our
voices heard. And it gives policy and decision makers the opportunity to hear about
our priorities for local development, so they can be sure that the decisions they make
on local and national development and the use of public funds really do meet our
priorities.
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Why do we need Participatory Governance?
There are two important reasons why we all need participatory governance. Firstly, it
enables us, the citizens, to scrutinize the decisions and activities of our decision
makers. This improves accountability and transparency towards good governance.
This is because we are able to participate in decision making and to oversee how
budgets are used for local development projects. Our participation in decision
making, especially by the poorest and most vulnerable because their lives are so much
more affected by how public funds are used, ensures public funds are used to better
meet the needs of poor and vulnerable people.
Secondly, participatory governance enables us to share information between all
stakeholders. Conventional governance assumes that governments know our
priorities and how our needs can best be met, so they don't need any further
information from us. But in reality, those of us who are outside government have
information that should be used by governments when making decisions about local
development and how public funds are used. Participatory governance enables us to
share information about our needs and priorities with the decision makers, and for us
to also get information from them about how decisions are made and how budgets
are used. The process aims to maximize transparency, accountability and information
sharing between primary stakeholders (including government, citizens, and our
representative organizations) to result in joint decision-making15. For example,
government probably doesn't have information on our opinions of the quality and
provision of basic services, such as water and sanitation, and also our priorities for local
development. And, from the other side, the District Assemblies have information that
we should have access to, such as the public funds they have available for providing
basic services and other local development projects. If all stakeholders have better

15

Schneider, H. (1999) Participatory governance: the missing link for poverty reduction. OECD.
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access to more complete and better information, then decision-making will be more
effective. Furthermore, if we are more involved in local decision making, we will be
committed to own and sustain its outputs, because the decisions will correspond to
our needs and priorities16.

What is participatory governance?

“Participatory governance implies a particular emphasis on the inclusion of people
who are marginalised or excluded from conventional 'governance'. It implies the
introduction or strengthening of mechanisms to encourage the direct involvement of
those who do not find it easy to participate in state structures and processes. In almost
all circumstances, this includes those with limited incomes; it also includes those
groups facing discrimination based on gender or ethnicity”. ... “Participatory
governance is about making government more inclusive and as a result more effective
in poverty reduction. For those who accept that one key aspect of poverty is poor
people's lack of a “voice” within political systems and bureaucratic structures,
participatory governance measures can themselves be seen as poverty-reducing. For
others, who use more conventional definitions of poverty, it offers potential for more
appropriate policies and practices. With more communication with, and influence
from, groups of the poor, it is believed that state policies and practices will improve”17.
“A participatory approach to governance embodies elements such as accountability,
rule of law in a context of basic freedoms, and sharing of power which, together, can
help to overcome or at least reduce the importance of those most stubborn obstacles
to effective and sustainable poverty reduction”18.

Tools and practices

19

This section outlines a range of participatory governance practices and provides
individual approaches or tools for them. The tools included here are those that are
16
17
18
19

Schneider, H. (1999)
Satterthwaite, D. et al (2005)
Schneider, H. (1999).

This section draws on the very useful PG Exchange website, which has many tools for participatory
governance and explains the processes in detail (see: www.pgexchange.org)
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Below are some definitions of participatory governance that illustrate it is not only
about getting our voices heard in decision-making, but that it can also contribute to
poverty reduction:
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appropriate for finding out about our priorities for local development projects,
particularly for service provision such as water, sanitation and health. For more
information on these and other practices and tools, as well as how they work, their
benefits and their challenges, go to the PGExchange website (www.pgexchange.org)

participation in decision making and public oversight can only happen if we have
access to the necessary information. Freedom of information is a fundamental human
right, and without it there is space for corruption and backroom deals. Ghana has a
'Right to Information Bill', put before Parliament in 2013 and has been on the agenda
for 2014. But the coalition on the Right to Information has warned that the bill in its
current form will instead obstruct access to information because it does not provide
for maximum disclosure. The coalition has expressed concerns over: broad
exemptions to information (there are 13 broad classes of exempt information that the
government need never divulge); record keeping; timelines on providing access to
information; and fees to obtain the information. Thus the coalition has asked for
amendments to be made to address these concerns20. For participatory governance to
be truly effective, access to public information is a first important step in empowering
us towards our effective participation in governance processes. Some of the methods
for securing access to information include: advocacy to demand access to information;
monitoring progress in gaining access to information; strengthening the capacities of
community based organizations and local government agencies; and facilitating the
dissemination of public information.

Citizen education and deliberation is another important dimension of
participatory governance. Citizen education ensures that we, as citizens, are aware of
our rights. It equips us with skills and empowers us to participate in democratic
processes and support participatory governance. The skills for deliberation enable us
to process and use information to: clarify our values and priorities; assess a range of
policy alternatives; and express our informed preferences. We can then participate
effectively in structured dialogue with government, rather than merely exchanging
information. Some of the tools available for civic education and deliberation include:
Civic Education21: one of the most widely used civic education initiatives in the
world is the 'We the People: Project Citizen' developed by the Centre for Civic
Education. It aims to promote people's engagement in local and national
government. This is the typical process used:

20

CJP (2014) Ghana should review the access to information bill. Available at:
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Public information is crucial to participatory governance because our true
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Identify the public policy problem in the community
Research the problem to gather primary data (surveys, interviews, focus groups
etc) and secondary data (print and internet information)
Evaluate the alternative policy options for addressing the problem and then
prioritise one of them
Create a political action plan to gain government support for the proposed
policy
Put together a portfolio containing the research and the proposed policy
Present the portfolio in a public hearing for a panel of civic-minded community
members
Put the action plan into action to gain government support for making the
desired changes.

Public Forum22: is a space where community members come together to listen,
learn about and discuss important issues. They are best led by trained facilitators
who are well informed of the issues. The forums should be well publicized to ensure
maximum diversity of participation. They enable people to express their views,
discuss the issues, encourage changes in participants' ways of thinking, seek
consensus as far as possible, and develop ways to tackle the problems.
Recommendations can then be put to the decision-makers.

Advocacy and citizen voice is about helping us to publicly express our opinions
and concerns to decision makers. Many of us are excluded from voicing our opinions
when decisions that affect our lives are being made. Advocacy in this context aims to
increase our capacity, as ordinary people, to access information, mobilize, network
and enhance our representation in relevant forums to influence governance
processes, and ultimately to amplify our voices so we can participate effectively in
decision making. The tools range from passive to more active depending on the scope
of the advocacy campaign. Community level activities can enable more active
participation, while regional or national level activities are restrained to more passive
involvement, such as public opinion polling.
People-centred Advocacy aims to influence people's attitudes, public policies,
and socio-political processes through organized actions that enable and empower
marginalized people to speak for themselves. While traditional advocacy
approaches try to change policy on behalf of marginalized groups, people-centred
advocacy aims to empower people to negotiate for their own rights in the process
of fulfilling their basic needs. It aims to mobilize civil society to demand that
government be accountable, transparent, ethical and democratic. It seeks to
increase participation in policy-making, recognizing the critical role of citizens and
22
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the urgent need to include disenfranchised peoples not recognized by the state.
For the present EU project, we will use this approach as 'Rights-based Peoplecentred Advocacy' for empowering communities to demand that their rights to
water, sanitation and health services are met by the District Assemblies.

Public dialogue enables us to dialogue with government and to listen, learn and
discuss ideas, resulting in active and inclusive participation. It empowers us to be
involved in addressing issues that affect our everyday lives, and provides a way for
policy makers to be informed about our communities' needs, concerns and priorities.
Dialogue should be a genuine interaction where we all listen to one another intently
enough to have our thoughts or opinions changed by what we learn. This fosters
democratization, peace-building and reconciliation, and leads to social and political
transformation.

Multi-stakeholder dialogue23 brings stakeholders together with the aim of
enhancing trust between them, sharing information and knowledge, and
generating solutions and good practices.
Public Hearings are meetings where specific community concerns are voiced
before a jury or an official panel. The concerned government officials present their
responses, and the panel passes orders, directions or actions on the case.
Poverty hearings are dialogue forums that enable poor people to voice their
needs, problems and priorities for themselves. They also encourage those with
power, authority and different experiences to listen to the voices of the poor.
The present EU-funded project will establish FoE-Ghana's 'District Community
Engagement Forums' as a space for community representatives – e.g. community
based organisations, women and youth leaders etc – to meet the District Assemblies.
They will voice their priorities for local development and the use of public funds, and
participate in local decision-making especially around issues of access to water,
sanitation and health service provision. The community representatives will use
methods such as Community Scorecards to gather communities' priorities for service
provision and other community development initiatives so they are fully aware of the
communities' opinions before they represent them in dialogue with the District
Assemblies.

Policy and Planning involves the design and implementation of public policies
and plans. Policy making translates governments' political visions into actions
intended to deliver desired outcomes such as high employment, clean air and water,
23
Dodds, F. And Benson, E. Multi-stakeholder dialogue. Stakeholder Forum for a Sustainable Future.
www.pgexchange.org
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good health and education, and poverty reduction etc. But public policies and plans
should not only reflect governments' political visions. More important is that they
reflect our own visions and needs for development, especially those of the
marginalized and most vulnerable. Citizen participation in policy making and planning
is therefore crucial to the delivery of outcomes that fulfil our needs and concerns. It
also contributes to the development of effective, strong and inclusive public
institutions. Tools for Policy and Planning include:
Joint Policy Making Committees/Boards typically involve representatives from
the legislature, government agencies, experts and community based
organisations. The committees promote inclusion and partnership, enriching
policy-making with cross-sectoral knowledge and bringing the policy making
process closer to the people.
Policy Audits evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of a policy and its
implementation to determine whether it has achieved its intended goals within the
timeframe and allocated funding.
Participatory Policy-making24 is a general approach to facilitate the inclusion of
individuals and groups in policy design using consultative or participatory means
to achieve accountability, transparency and active citizenship. One method of
implementation is:
1. Identify stakeholders (e.g. community based organisations, private sector,
leaders of marginalized groups such as women, youth, the elderly and people
with disabilities) and analyse their interests, influence and capacities
2. Establish a working group with stakeholders from the above groups
3. Organize consultations and dialogue forums to inform a broad range of
stakeholders interested in or affected by the policy in question, and elicit
feedback on the issues raised. The stakeholders identified in step 1 can help
implement these activities.
4. Design and implement a process for the working group to collect and analyse
information on the policy issues, including the direct feedback from step 3 as
well as other participatory processes, a review of secondary data and interviews
with key policy makers
5. Arrange reporting back sessions to share the information collected with policy
and decision makers so they can reflect on the findings for policy design
6. Facilitate a high-level workshop to discuss policy options and decide on the way
forward
7. Devise and implement a communications strategy to inform the general public
and stakeholders on the outcomes of the participatory process as well as
progress on finalizing the policy.
24
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Participatory budgeting26 is one of the tools for promoting transparent and
efficient public financial management, which is crucial to good governance.
Participatory budgeting enables citizens to identify, discuss and prioritise public
spending on development projects, and gives them power to make real decisions
on how money is spent. It also enables them to monitor public spending and hold
government actors accountable for their management of public finances. When
implemented properly and based on local trust, local governments and citizens can
both benefit. For example, participatory budgeting has in some cases increased
people's willingness to pay taxes. Participatory budgeting is usually initiated by
local government authorities in response to demands from community based
organizations, community groups and citizens for a greater say in decisions about
how and where public funds are spent. Participatory budgeting usually has the
specific aim of involving traditionally excluded political actors such as the poor,
women, youth and other disadvantaged groups27 .
Public Revenue Reporting and Monitoring28 informs people about government
revenues including sources, amounts, and how they are managed and used by
government. This is important for communities so that they can engage with
government on public finance issues, and know whether public revenue is being
used effectively to meet their priorities and needs, or whether it is more focused on
meeting the priorities of more powerful groups. Public revenue reporting is also
the basis for public revenue monitoring, which aims to ensure public revenues are
properly managed.
Independent Budget Analysis29 refers to civil society action to analyse proposed
government budgets, to raise concerns with government and the public, and to
advocate for budgetary changes. These can lead to the reallocation of public funds
25

PG Exchange. Available at: www.pgexchange.org
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Public budgets and expenditures provide the means for translating public
policies into tangible and targeted development projects. Decisions about public
expenditure directly impact on the welfare of all of us, but most especially on the poor,
marginalised and vulnerable. Thus the misallocation, wrong prioritization, abuse or
mismanagement of public funds are huge challenges to the effectiveness of
development interventions and poverty reduction. Citizen participation in public
budgeting and financial management are crucial for: promoting transparency and
accountability in the management of public finances, building safeguards against
corruption, and ensuring that allocations of public monies really do address the needs
of the poor and marginalized25 . Some tools public budgets include:
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in the budget to better reflect public priorities and concerns.
Public Expenditure Reporting and Tracking30 is tracking public funds for the
provision of public goods or services from origin to destination. It can help find
bottlenecks, inefficiencies or corruption in the transfer of public goods and
resources, and is an important tool for community based organisations and
government to guard against corruption and work towards ensuring transparent,
accountable and effective public financial management.
Monitoring and evaluating public services enables us to monitor and evaluate the
accessibility, quality and efficiency of the public services we depend on for our day-today lives such as health care, education, water, sanitation and public transport. Some
services such as water, sanitation, healthcare and education are considered so crucial
for human survival that they constitute a fundamental human right. They are also
necessary for poverty reduction and for meeting development goals. This tool
recognizes that, instead of focusing only on the supply side of service provision, it is
also necessary to build the capacity of the demand side by ensuring we know our
rights and we are enabled to exercise those rights by monitoring the quality and
availability of public services, and by holding government and service providers
accountable. Rather than external experts measuring the quality and performance of
services against a pre-determined set of indicators, participatory monitoring and
evaluation tools engage us all not only to provide feedback on service quality, but to
actively plan and implement the assessment, and some also empower us to define our
own indicators of quality.
Citizen Report Cards31 are participatory surveys that provide quantitative
feedback on user perceptions of the quality, adequacy and efficiency of public
services, followed by extensive media coverage and civil society advocacy to gain
public accountability. The process involves: identifying the scope, actors and
purpose of the process; focus groups to design the questionnaire; sampling;
executing the survey; data entry and analysis; wide dissemination of findings
through the media and reporting to the service providers; and institutionalization
of the Citizen Report Card as a source of regular feedback of service providers'
performance.
Community Scorecards (CSC)32 are qualitative monitoring tools that allow us to
monitor and evaluate the performance of services, projects and even government
administrative units. It is an approach to gain social and public accountability and
responsiveness from service providers (in this project, they are the District
30
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Assemblies, the Community Water and Sanitation Agencies and the District Water
and Sanitation Teams). The process also includes an interface meeting between the
service providers and the community for immediate feedback, making it a strong
instrument for empowerment. The present project will train CBOs to be facilitators
of the CRC process. It involves:
• Preparatory groundwork: identify the sector for the monitoring or performance
evaluation; identify facilitators; raise broad awareness that the process will take
place at a community meeting to ensure wide and diverse participation from all
groups; and preliminary stratification of the community based on usage of the
service being evaluated
• Develop the Community Generated Performance Scorecard: brainstorm in
focus groups to generate performance indicators (5-8 is best); participants
score the indicators and give reasons for the scores; gather suggestions on how
the services can be improved, based on the selected indicators of performance
• Generate the Self-Evaluation Scorecard by service providers: brainstorming
sessions with staff to develop performance indicators; staff score the indicators
and give reasons for their scores; staff make suggestions of how they think the
service could be improved.
• Interface between community and service provider staff: groups share their
scores; dialogue is facilitated between the community and service providers;
and they discuss and agree changes that could be made and implemented
immediately. This stage ensures that feedback from the community is taken into
account and concrete measures are made to remove the shortcomings' of
service delivery
• Follow-up and institutionalization: disseminate results widely through the
media and communities and feed the results into other policy and advocacy
processes; the District Assemblies should create forums to enable communities
to feed back so that performance based policy action can be taken and
solutions implemented, and the process will be sustained over the long term. In
the present EU funded project, this feedback will be enabled at the District
Community Engagement Forums. Community based organisations can train
their staff to conduct the CSC so that they can repeat the process one or two
times a years.
Public oversight: corruption, patronage and lack of accountability plague many
governments around the world. There are various methods available to us and our
community based organisations to monitor and oversee government actions and seek
retribution for injustices or misdeeds. These methods also build public trust in
government and foster greater public transparency and accountability. Tools for
public oversight include:
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Integrity Pacts33 aim to prevent corruption in public contracting. It is an agreement
between government (at any level) and all bidders for a public contract. It stipulates
that neither side will: pay, offer, demand or accept bribes; collude with competitors
to obtain the contract; or engage in such abuses while executing the contract. It
also introduces an independent monitoring system of public contracting under the
leadership of civil society, which ensures increased accountability in the use of
public funds.
Citizen Advisors34 provide a non-governmental service that gives citizens
information and advice about issues of public interest such as public services,
human rights, finances, child protection, and consumer rights. They can also be an
empowerment tool, providing advice to help people exercise their right and shape
public policy. They also feed information about citizen problems back to
government and facilitate direct relations between citizens and government.

Integrity Pacts ensure:
Bribery
Collusion with competitors
Civil society-led Independent Monitoring
Accountability of public funds

What can we do next?
We have a wide range of strategies and tools available to us. We can gather together in
our communities, groups and as members of a coalition and:
•
•

33
34

We can organize awareness raising activities so that everyone in our communities
becomes aware of our rights
We can organize mass rallies to put pressure on our District Assemblies. Public
services are our right, not our privilege

Rozo, M. Integrity Pacts. Transparency International. www.pgexchange.org
Malena, C. Citizen Advisors. CIVICU. www.pgexchange.org
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• We can go to the newspapers and community radio with stories about the situation
in our communities, so we raise awareness and put more pressure on our District
Assemblies
• We can approach our District Assembly to ask them to engage in participatory
governance with us. For example, we can ask to have regular forum meetings with
them where we will dialogue about our communities' needs and concerns, and
discuss how we can get those needs met
• We can demand for transparency and accountability in the use of local government
budgets, and even to participate – for example through participatory budgeting –
in the decisions about how public funds are used.
By coming together with one voice, we really CAN make a difference in our
communities. We want development that reflects our communities' needs, and not the
aspirations of our decision makers. Let's ask the District Assemblies for transparency
and accountability in how they use the local public funds, because we have a right to
know. Let's get together and tell our decision makers what our needs really are. Water,
sanitation and health are not luxuries. They are our rights. Let them know that WE
KNOW our rights.

Building coalitions for
effective advocacy

29

What is a coalition?
A coalition is an association of groups and individuals who come together to work
towards a common goal. They may begin by working on a single issue or problem that
initially brought them together, and then expand into other areas of common concern.
By coming together to address a problem, the member groups become more
powerful than when acting alone, so that much more can be achieved and more
quickly. Where coalitions are truly inclusive and participatory by reaching out
especially to the vulnerable, marginalized, poor and disenfranchised groups in society,
we can provide disempowered people with power and the capacity to defend their
rights, needs and interests.
Friends of the Earth-Ghana, together with rural communities and supported by the
European Union (EU), is working on a problem of concern to many Ghanaians. That is,
fulfilling the universal, fundamental and inalienable right of people to basic services
such as water, sanitation and health. This is a good example of how community groups
and individuals can come together under the shared goal of ensuring this right is met
by our District Assemblies. If we do this together in a coalition, we will strengthen the
impact of our campaigns and advocacy work.
Coalitions provide35:
•

35

Increased access to decision makers. In terms of the current EU funded project,
access to decision makers is essential if we are to demand that our rights to services
are met by our District Assemblies
Pact Tanzania. Building and maintaining networks and coalitions. Advocacy Expert Series.
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This chapter explains why coalitions are so important and effective, and describes the
benefits they bring to our advocacy activities at the community level especially in
terms of ensuring our rights to basic services such as water, sanitation and health are
met by our District Assemblies. We recognize that putting in place mechanisms to
ensure the sustainability of the coalition is essential, and so we outline some useful
actions that can maintain the coalition over the long term. We also recognize that
conflict can be a problem to the effective functioning of a coalition and ultimately
cause its breakdown if not addressed, and so we suggest some positive ways for
dealing with conflict to ensure the survival of the coalition. First we look at what a
coalition is and what it can bring to our communities and community groups.
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•

Building coalitions for effective advocacy

Improved credibility and visibility. This is crucial if the District Assemblies as well as
our own communities are to take us seriously and really listen to our concerns
Opportunities to broaden public support. This is essential if we are to gain a critical
mass of supporters and be effective in demanding our rights from the District
Assemblies
Opportunities to strengthen civil society as a whole. This is crucial if we are all to be
empowered, including the most vulnerable and marginalized groups, to demand
our rights and to sustain this activity for as long as it takes. Less powerful groups are
much more successful at defending their interests, rights and needs against more
powerful groups when they work together in a coalition36.

Coalition goals vary greatly, but often contain one or more of the following elements37:
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•

•

•

Influencing or developing public policy, usually around a specific issue. In this
project aimed at ensuring our rights to public services such as water, sanitation and
health are met by our District Assemblies, we will be advocating to participate in
policy dialogue and local decision making that relate to these critical areas of
human rights and needs
Changing people's behavior. This is relevant to our project because, besides
demanding our rights to services such as water, sanitation and health are met, the
coalition will also encourage people to change behaviours such as discouraging
outside defecation, especially when we all have sanitation facilities available.
Building a healthy community. This will begin with demanding the provision of
basic services such as water, sanitation and health facilities so we can ensure better
health for ourselves and our families, and also encouraging people to behave in
more healthy ways.

Benefits of a coalition
The main reason coalitions are formed is because working together in this way gives us
and our community groups a much greater chance of being successful in getting our
voices heard and our needs met than if we act alone. Other benefits:
• A coalition ensures we do not duplicate our efforts because together we can
coordinate a cohesive and comprehensive response, rather than organising
numerous disparate responses that are ultimately less effective.
• We gain much greater credibility when we act together in a coalition than when we
36
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work alone, because it is evident our cause has broad representation from within
our communities and we are not just acting alone for our own self interest.
Credibility is very important for gaining support from our communities, civil society
and the media, as well as ensuring our District Assemblies listen to our concerns
Acting together in a coalition can empower us and our communities to take more
control of our future by demanding our rights are met and also by contributing to
the development of local services
A wide ranging coalition can wield a large amount of political power because it will
bring political pressure from all sectors of the community, giving us more political
clout to gain services and other benefits for our communities
Because of its greater capacity, a coalition can reach a larger number and a wider
diversity of community members, so we can gain much broader support for our
cause and our actions
Sharing skills and experiences
o Putting many heads together means we can bounce ideas off each other and
share our experiences. This will nurture innovative responses and solutions to
problems faced by our communities
o By participating in a coalition and learning from other members, we can gain
new skills and knowledge that we can use in our jobs, community groups,
homes and communities
o A coalition brings together a much broader diversity of skills, knowledge,
experiences, resources and people than would be found in any of the individual
member organizations, giving us a much greater chance of fulfilling our desired
goals
o We also get the opportunity to use and share skills that may otherwise lay
dormant in our normal jobs and daily activities, such as mother who is also
excellent at community mobilization, or a farmer who also has artistic skills that
he can use to design posters and awareness materials for the coalition
o The diversity of knowledge and experiences within a coalition means we are
able to contribute ideas to our decision makers on how best to address local
problems, revise policies to better suit communities' needs, or use local public
budgets more effectively to meet communities' priorities for local development
In a coalition, we can also benefit from shared contacts, connections and
relationships because all the groups involved in the coalition will bring and share
these with others.
We are likely to get more media attention when we are part of a coalition, which will
help raise greater awareness of our cause and also increase the pressure on our
District Assemblies
Coalitions can revitalize our energies when we have become exhausted or burned
out from working alone too long on an issue, and consequently bring us new hope,
energy and support to make things happen.
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Difficulties of establishing or maintaining a coalition38
Turf issues: we are all sensitive about sharing our organisation's work, our contacts
and relationships, our resources and especially our funding. However, once we can
all understand that working together will benefit us, our work, our communities
and our voices, we should overcome this problem collectively.
Domination by professionals or other elites: trying to solve community problems
from the top down without involving those most affected by the issues we are
addressing is bound to fail. So, as well as including professionals and people who
have clout within our communities, we must make special efforts to include the
people and their communities most affected by the issues we intend to address.
We can do this by organizing community durbars, making a special effort to invite
all marginalized and vulnerable groups, and ensuring broad participation from
across the community.
Leadership: coalitions need a special sort of strong and collaborative leadership, so
it may be necessary to seek guidance or training to ensure this leadership can be
developed and sustained.

Stakeholders39: Who should we include in the coalition?
The people most affected by the issue
Although strong leadership is an essential element in the success of a coalition, it is
also imperative that the coalition includes and represents those most affected by the
issue we are confronting. So in the case of demanding service provision from our
District Assemblies, we must ensure those who rely most heavily on those services but
who also have the least access within our communities – i.e. the poor, vulnerable,
marginalized and disenfranchised – also participate in the coalition and get their
voices heard. They are the people most affected by any decisions about local
development priorities or about how public finances are used. Without their
participation, we will never know what is best for them or what we should really be
advocating for. It is a waste of energy and time, as well as being very unfair, to make
decisions that affect people's lives when we exclude from decision-making processes
the very people who are most deeply affected by those decisions.
Others involved with the issue or who could be affected by the coalition's
activities
These could include, for instance, the staff of human and health service providers, who
can bring expert knowledge about the services we are advocating for and so help us
define and develop our outputs, goals, activities and advocacy strategy.
38
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Community opinion leaders
We should include respected and credible people from our communities who can
influence large numbers of people. These might include traditional leaders, assembly
men and women, religious leaders, and other well respected people. Other important
stakeholders are emerging leaders to whom people look for guidance, such as any
young people who are particularly well respected by their peers, active parents or
people with clear leadership potential. They are important because of their ideas,
energy and enthusiasm, and also for the influence they wield and will wield as they
become more widely known and respected within our communities.

Depending on our motives for starting a coalition and the focus of our activities, we
can also consider encouraging local political leaders and others in policy-making
positions to participate, which can add credibility. However, given that we will be
putting pressure on our District Assemblies to provide us with basic social services, it
would be inappropriate to include them in the coalitions. If we did, then they may try to
dilute our goals and objectives. It could also reduce our credibility within our
communities and supporters.
Media
We will involve the media in the work of the coalition, but not directly as members. We
want to network and partner with media personnel to encourage them to cover our
activities in the press so we gain broader support and get our messages across to the
District Assemblies more effectively. The media will amplify our voices and help us put
pressure on our District Assemblies. However, we cannot ask them to become
members of our coalition, because to do so could cause them an ethical dilemma and
limit the amount of coverage they can give us.

How to form a coalition40
There are several steps towards forming a coalition. The first is about the people we
want to involve.

1. Establish a core group. The first thing we need to do is bring together a core
group of people and organizations interested in the issues we are addressing. This will
40

Cohen, L., Baer, N., and Satterwhite, P. (2002) Developing effective coalitions: an eight step guide. In:
Wurzbach, M.E. (ed) Community health education and promotion: a guide to program design and
evaluation. 2nd edition. Aspen Publishers Inc, Gaithersburg, Md. Pgs.144-161; and: Rabinowitz, P.
Community Assessment. Section 5: Coalition Building 1. Part of the Community Tool Box, available at:
http://ctb.ku.edu/en/table-of-contents/assessment/promotion-strategies/start-a-coaltion/main
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include community organizations already working on the issue, as well as other
community members with a particular interest. Some key participants are:
Local community based organizations (CBOs): A problem as important as
securing our rights to basic services such as water, sanitation and health is likely to
be relevant to many if not all of our local CBOs. As noted earlier, it is essential that
we include broad representation from across our communities so that all voices are
heard.
Women: The roles of women in family life, such as fetching water for the household
and caring for and protecting their children, means access to services such as
water, sanitation and health is of very direct relevance and concern to them.
Women are therefore important as participants in the core group.
Marginalised, poor and vulnerable people: They have arguably the worst access
to basic services, and so it will be crucial to include them because of their high stake
in the issue and also to give them a voice in decision making.
Youth and elders: Youth, for their energy, ideas, inspiration and leadership
potential, and the elderly, for their knowledge and their respected positions within
their communities, must also be included. These two groups are often overlooked.
Influential people: if we can involve some people who are influential within our
communities then we will add credibility to our activities. They will also have a lot of
contacts and draw in a lot of support when we want to invite members or gather
support for an action. However, we must be careful that we can also trust these
people not to try and take control of our coalition to promote their own agenda or
to gain personally from our activities.
Ensuring that the core group includes representatives from the full cross section of
people and groups within our communities, especially the people most affected by
and deeply concerned about the issues being addressed, ensures we will make the
right decisions about what to advocate for, and proves we are committed to being fully
participatory and non-discriminatory, which all add credibility to our actions. This
participatory approach also ensures we have a link to the diversity of groups they
represent, making it easier for us to contact and encourage participation from their
peers.

2. Discuss vision, objectives, goals and activities. We need to decide on
the vision and goal of our coalition – what is it we want to accomplish and how soon do
we hope to achieve this? For our project, of course the vision will be something like 'for
everyone to have equitable access to quality basic services such as water, sanitation
and health. The main goal is to get the District Assemblies to provide these basic
services in our communities. We can also think about some shorter-term outputs we
can fulfil as stepping stones along the way. A first, for instance, might be to identify,
through a process such as the Community Score Card (CSC) approach, what are the
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development priorities of our communities; what are the bottlenecks that delay the
provision of services to our communities; which are the areas in our communities that
are most disadvantaged in terms of access to basic services; and what will be the best
way to achieve access to services for the majority, most especially the vulnerable and
disadvantaged in our communities? Another short term output might be to
encourage the District Assemblies to establish a forum with us where we can meet on
regular occasions to share our needs and concerns with them, and to make our voices
heard. Once we have decided on some short term outputs and our main long term
goal, we can think about what activities, such as CSC and rights-based People Centred
Advocacy, we can use to achieve them.

group established, the core members can invite others from their peer groups to join
and strengthen our coalition. We can also ask all core members to suggest others
beyond their peer groups who they think should be involved. It's useful to make a list of
the people and organsations we consider essential to our coalition. They can be invited
through direct personal contact by a core member who already knows them, if this is
possible, as it will add credibility. Others can be invited by word of mouth and by
distributing flyers and posters indicating the date, time and venue for our first meeting,
as well as a brief overview of what the coalition is about.

4. Hold the first meeting. Our first meeting needs to be optimistic, enthusiastic
and full of energy to encourage people to stay with us. At this meeting we can:
•

Introduce ourselves to the rest of the group, and introduce the organizations we
represent, and give an overview of how the EU is supporting this work
• Introduce the coalition, and why and how it has been established
• Introduce the draft vision, goal and objectives that we already discussed within the
core group. We can break up into small groups to discuss these further, and
participants can bring new ideas. Also discuss the activities we can implement to
achieve our objectives. After the small group discussions, we can reconvene to
share the findings and together agree on the final vision, objectives, goal and
activities.
• We can also discuss the short term and easily accomplished outputs. Early
successes will encourage the members, sustain momentum and attract new
interest and support. One short term output might be, for example, an article in the
press about the formation of the coalition and its vision etc, or a discussion on
community radio about our intentions, goals and activities so the wider community
is informed and ready to support us.
• We will also need to prepare some other documents for the coalition, such as an
action plan, a Memorandum of Understanding, and a conflict resolution strategy.
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3. Identify and recruit members to our coalition. Once we have our core
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These can best be discussed initially in small workgroups. So at this first meeting,
we should decide what we need to produce, and ask members to volunteer to
participate in one of these smaller groups.
We must also make sure we schedule our next meeting, and agree on the work to
be done by then and who will do it.

5. Follow up from the first meeting. Follow-up is important to ensure the
second and subsequent meetings all go as well as the first. The follow-up activities
should be carried out by some of the core group members who have initiated the
whole process. Here are some ideas for our follow-up activities41:
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•

•

•
•
•

Share the minutes, or at least the accomplishments and decisions, of our first
meeting. This could be done by flyers and a small slot on the community radio. Also
we should invite new members and remind them all of the date and location of the
next meeting.
Follow up with the people who agreed to undertake tasks after the first meeting.
We can offer help or suggest others with relevant skills and knowledge who could
help them, so we ensure the tasks are definately completed by the next meeting.
Keep looking for and inviting new members for our coalition, especially those
groups we may have overlooked or unintentionally omitted
Ensure work continues on finalizing the outputs, objectives, activities, goal and
action plan
Plan a discussion of the Community Score Cards (CSCs) for the next meeting. We
can carry out the CSCs within our communities to get a good understanding of
people's opinions on the quality and availability of basic services in their area. The
results of this activity will give us the information and data that will form the basis of
our advocacy work.

6. Other activities
•

•

•
•

41

Finalise the goal and objectives. Once these have been agreed, they can be printed
and shared so that everyone within, and others beyond, the group is aware of what
we aim to achieve.
Establish a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU). This can be agreed between
the core group members that initiate the coalition, many of whom will be
representatives of CBOs, NGOs and other community groups.
Elect a steering committee. This is not essential, but if we get some strong
committed leaders onto a steering committee, it can help sustain the coalition.
Communicate and network within and beyond the coalition frequently. Good
communication with the media and our communities will increase the likelihood of
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gaining the necessary publicity and support when we need them.
Think carefully about the timing and locations of meetings. Evening meetings are
better if we want to be truly inclusive, because most people are busy at their
workplaces, on their farms, or caring for their families during the daytime. The
meetings must also be regular enough to keep everyone up-to-date, involved and
motivated.
Hold creative meetings. If people are to be willing to give up some evenings to
attend the meetings, we should also include some fun in the meeting so people
feel more encouraged to attend. It should never feel tiresome to come to the
meetings.
42

How to sustain a coalition

1. Champion leadership
We need a few strong leaders to ensure the coalition is sustained. The leaders must
proactively build and maintain support, motivate people, promote unity, identify
problems, and work towards solutions
2. Include expertise within the group
To be effective as a coalition, we need to have members with the right skills,
knowledge and expertise to help guide us in making informed decisions. For
example, someone with knowledge of the services sector and service provision
would be useful, and knowledge of District Assemblies and decision making
processes. Members with skills in facilitating a group process43 will also be useful
3. Share the vision and goal widely
There is excitement when a new coalition is formed, but when we all return to our
non-coalition activities we may forget our vision and goals. The goal and vision can
be printed and shared between the members as a reminder of what the coalition is
all about
4. Focus on results
It is easy for a coalition to get lost in local politics and turf struggles. So it's very
important that the steering committee and other leaders in the coalition maintain a
42

From Community Health Innovation: How to sustain a community coalition.
http://chsolutions.typepad.com/elevation/2010/04/how-to-sustain-a-community-coalition.html
43
Group process is about how an organisation's members work together to get things done, and includes
such things as how people communicate, how much they participate, how decisions are made and who
makes them, and who fulfils organizational roles and how they do it.
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A coalition needs active nurturing and maintenance to sustain it over time. Below are
some strategies that will help us with the long term maintenance of our coalition:
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focus on results in everything they do, and also keep reminding the members to do
the same
5. Meet to discuss sustainability
Sustainability is a subject that should be discussed fairly frequently at meetings,
perhaps quarterly. Plans and actions for sustainability should be reviewed and
updated, as well as discussing new opportunities.

7. View change as opportunity
Situations change, and so we need to change our plans accordingly to fit with the
new situations. It could be a change for the better or worse, perhaps a policy
change that favours our goals or one that makes it more difficult to continue our
activities. We must be ready to embrace change and alter our plans and activities to
fit with or react to the new situation
8. Welcome new members
Members will come and go over time. We should always be on the lookout for new
opportunities to broaden the base of community support and gain more friends
9. Establish levels of involvement
As the coalition grows, it might not be possible for all of us to be given the same
level of participation. So we can be involved at different levels and in different ways.
This will also suit the amount of time and level of input that each of us wants to give
as well. The different levels of input could be the steering committee, coalition
members, advisory groups, and small workgroups fulfilling specific tasks.
10. Clarify roles
Roles vary and change over time. So every now and then we should clarify our roles
within the coalition so that there is no confusion about who should be doing what,
and also to make sure all the necessary activities are properly covered and being
effectively implemented
11. Establish decision making processes
Coalitions often experiences problems when decisions are either not made at all or
are made by the wrong people or the wrong process. So we need to think about the
types of decisions we need to make, and set out a clear process for who makes
decision and how
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6. Financing
Finding the finances to fund a coalition is a big challenge, so we need to think
creatively and innovatively about how we can leverage some financial resources to
fund and maintain our activities.
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12. Anticipate and deal with conflict
Conflict is an inevitable part of a group process because we all have different needs,
values and opinions. So it's very important that we know how to deal with conflict.
We have addressed this issue below, and it will be very important that we establish
a process for dealing with conflict in our coalition.
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13. Build strong internal systems
Depending on the size of our coalition and the activities we intend to do, we may
like to think about the sorts of internal systems we want to put in place, such as
financial management and accounting. This will be very useful when approaching
funders for assistance
14. Communicate
Communication is essential for success. We need to communicate with our
members frequently to let them know how things are going to keep their interest
alive. This can be through the local press or small flyers or community radio
15. Celebrate and share the credit
Being part of a coalition can be tiring and time consuming, but it can also be
invigorating and life changing. We should all celebrate our accomplishments
together and share the credit for our successes because we have all been a part of it
and all contributed to it. This will help us build goodwill to get us through the more
difficult times.

Conflicts
44

Managing conflicts

Conflict within a group is inevitable, even though we are all striving towards a common
goal. We will, for example, have different views on how things should be done or how
we make decisions, and so we need to be aware of this and manage the situation
carefully. Deep rooted and unresolved conflicts can mean the end of a coalition.
Potential sources of conflict include:
Attitudes and assumptions: we all perceive the same situation in different ways
because our past experiences, our knowledge, our beliefs and our values all differ
as well
Individual values, needs and goals: we all have different values, needs and goals,
so at some point we are likely to conflict with others about what is important
44

Pact Tanzania.
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Responding to conflict
There are three main reactions to conflict:
Avoidance: some people try to avoid conflict completely. They suppress their
feelings, and may even remove themselves from the problem, for example by
leaving the coalition. To run away from a disagreement is not an effective way of
coping with the problem because it does not overcome it and the resentment
remains.
Defusing: some people try to defuse a conflict by delaying it or by just addressing
the minor issues and ignoring the major ones. This is also not an effective response,
and if it leads to long-term disagreement, it could cause the total breakup of the
coalition.
Confrontation: this involves confronting the differences between the people
involved. The conflict does not reach an agreeable conclusion because the person
with the most power wins.
Dealing with the conflict effectively
Conflict is not a problem in itself. It is how we deal with it that is important. An
unresolved conflict consumes a lot of attention and energy, so it is important that it is
resolved. There are lots of different skills that enable us to move beyond personal
differences and to be open to new possibilities45. Conflict resolution skills help us work
45

See the Conflict Resolution Network website for many skills in conflict resolution:
http://www.crnhq.org/pages.php?pID=12#skill_10
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Organisational values, needs and goals: on certain issues, the values, needs and
goals of a member organization in the coalition may conflict with the values, needs
and goals of the coalition or of another member
Emotions: coalitions, by the very nature of their work, address difficult and emotive
issues, which can raise feelings such as anger, anxiety and frustration. These
emotions can result in poor communication or distorted perceptions, leading to
conflicts
Competition: there will be struggles for time, money, attention, personal or group
success, which can be destructive if they are not dealt with
Information and clarity: members may think they don't have all the information or
they don't understand it properly.
Individual communication styles: we all have to be careful about how we interact
with others so that it doesn't cause resistance. An aggressive approach that belittles
others is very likely to cause conflict, while an over-accommodating passive
approach can make others frustrated and also lead to conflict.
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together to find fair solutions and balanced needs. Instead of being adversaries we
become co-operative partners where both parties benefit. It can take time, but it is
ultimately very rewarding when a problem is fixed.
46

Skills for Conflict Resolution
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The skills for conflict resolution are also tools that build friendship and develop trust as
we realize we can work out the problem together. Relationships then become more
fulfilling and supportive. Conflict resolution skills also teach the psychology of effective
communication.
Here we outline two possible ways of dealing with conflict within a coalition. The first is
the very successful win/win approach of resolving a conflict. The second involves a
third person who acts as a mediator. This will be a useful for the coalition because it is
likely that, if a conflict arises, it will be between groups of people, rather than
individuals, as people take the side of the conflicting party they agree with. The
mediator can use negotiation and the win/win approach to find agreement and a way
forward, and resolve the conflict.
Win win approach47
The win/win approach is about replacing the attack/defence positions with
cooperation. It requires a shift of attitudes that changes the course of communication.
We don't really give much attention to the way we argue. We often respond too quickly
to a difficult situation without really thinking through our response adequately. When
challenged, we become defensive. We feel separateness and disconnectedness from
those around us. We feel it's either them or me: if one is right, then the other must be
wrong. We don't take the time to be rational and to consider what might be best in the
circumstances.
The win/win approach considers the views and position of the other as well: instead of
feeling we want to be the outright winner, we also want the person we are in conflict
with to win as well. So the challenge is how to make it happen.
To make the win/win situation happen, we need to consider our underlying needs and
goals. We need to realize that it is unfair to allow our needs to win over another
person's needs, because their needs are equally important to them as our needs are to
us. If we examine our needs together, we may even find they are mutually compatible
and both sets of needs can be met fully without any compromise. In other situations,
some concessions will be required from both sides.
46
47
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By understanding and addressing the needs of others as well as our own means we can
find solutions that acknowledge and value all our needs, instead of denying them.
Then both parties feel satisfied with the outcome. To reach this situation, we need to
ask each other questions about the underlying situation, such as: What are the real
needs of each of us? What values are important to each of us here? What results or
outcomes are we both really hoping for?

•
•
•
•

Going back to underlying needs, so we know what we have to work with towards a
compromise
Recognition and acceptance of individual differences
Openness to adapting one's position in the light of shared information and
attitudes
Attacking the problem, not each other.

The win/win approach is an ethical one, and what makes it strong is that it really works.
Where both parties win, then both are committed to the plan because the solution
addresses their needs. This co-operative approach to Conflict Resolution brings
mutual gain.
48

Introduction to Mediation

If we are to mediate between two or more people in a conflict situation and seek a
win/win resolution, then the mediator needs to draw on a certain set of attitudes and
principles:
ü
Be objective: listen to and take proper consideration of both sides of the
disagreement, and don't show any preference towards one view or the other (even
if we do have a preference, we shouldn't let it show)
ü
Be supportive: use caring language that shows we are concerned equally with both
sides. Make them feel comfortable in a non-threatening environment so they feel
safe to open up and talk
ü
Don't judge: discourage judgements about who is right and who is wrong. Don't
ask 'Why did you do that?' Ask 'What happened' and 'How did you feel?'
ü
Steer the process, not the content: use careful questions, and encourage
suggestions from others in the coalition, if they are present. It's best not to advise,
but rather to offer options, if it seems they are needed.
ü
Win/win: aim towards gaining a win for both sides. Help the opponents work cooperatively to solve the problem in a way that ensures the needs of both parties are
met.
48

Conflict Resolution Network
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The answers to these questions give the information required for co-operative
problem-solving. In summary, a win/win approach rests on strategies involving:
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The process of mediation
Open Introductions and agreements: Define your role as mediator and make
it clear that it is to support both sides winning. Get agreement from
both sides that they are willing to work co-operatively and find a way to
fix the problem.
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Establish Overview of the problem: ask each person to explain what the problem
and issues are for them, and describe how they are feeling about them.
Check with the other side that they have really listened to and
understood the other side of the problem
Details Focus on the needs and concerns of each party. Find out what the
needs of each party are, and what the outcomes are that each is hoping
for. Use mirroring49 if necessary. Clarify any misconceptions. Identify
any other issues that might be relevant to the conflict. Focus on the
present and don't allow past grudges to interfere with progress.
Move Where have they reached in terms of their conflict? Work with them to
identify areas of agreement. Encourage both parties to commit to
moving forward and working through the problem in a co-operative
way. Guide the conversation away from personal attacks and towards a
co-operative problem solving approach that respects and fulfils the
needs of both.
Negotiation

find agreement on how the needs of both parties can be addressed,
and the desired outcomes of both can be fulfilled. What would it take to
fulfill these needs and achieve these outcomes? Maybe both sides will
need to make some concessions. Consider the options available to
bring about a win/win situation.

Close When agreement has been reached, we can plan for the future. We can
also review the agreement at some point in the future to make sure it is
working and the two parties are still content with the arrangements.

49

Mirroring is a process that reflects, or feeds back, to the person what they have said, and is to reassure
them that what they have said has been understood. Mirroring doesn't mean we agree with the person,
but rather that we recognize the person had an experience too, and that their experience is different from
the other person's experience (or from our own, if we are not using a mediator) and confirms for them that
their experience is equally as our own.
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What should we do now?

We will have to work hard to sustain our coalition. We will need strong and committed
leaders, excellent communications both within and beyond the coalition, commitment
to our decision making processes and conflict resolution strategies that we establish in
the early stages, and a willingness to celebrate and share our successes between all the
members.
When we have established our coalition, we can do so many things, such as:
•
•

•

•

•
•

Go to our District Assemblies and request a meeting with them to discuss the
provision of services in our communities
Put messages out on community radio and in other media telling people we have a
right to basic services such as water, sanitation and health and we should demand
those rights from our District Assemblies
Meet our communities to find out which areas have the worst access to basic
services and gather support for demanding the District Assemblies provide
services in our communities
Organize protest marches with banners and slogans such as 'we have a right to
water and sanitation. It is not a privilege. Join us to demand our rights are met by
our District Assembly'
Demand to see our District Assembly's budget and expenditure for transparency
and accountability
Demand to participate in decisions about how our District Assembly's budget is
used for local development.

Together we really can make a difference. So let's give it a try.
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Coalitions can bring many benefits for our advocacy work and for getting our voices
heard. We become more powerful when we act together, so that we can achieve more
and greater things. If we are truly inclusive and participatory, we can ensure the most
poor, vulnerable and marginalized within our communities have a voice and the
capacity to defend their rights and needs. Coalitions give us new energy we have been
working alone to tackle issues of concern to our communities. They also give us better
access to decision makers, and also to the media which can support us to get our
voices heard.
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Introduction
To help us demand our rights to basic services such as water, sanitation and health
from our District Assemblies, we need to know about some advocacy methods that will
help us put pressure on where it's needed. The approach we take is a rights-based
approach because access to water, sanitation and health is recognized as a
fundamental inalienable human right of all people without discrimination of any sort.
And we also take a people-centred approach to advocacy because this empowers all
people, including the most disadvantaged and vulnerable amongst us, to have a voice
and claim our rights for ourselves, rather than professionals claiming those rights on
our behalf. This approach has other broader benefits too for the people it is
empowering, such as social equity and political participation. Then we outline one
particular advocacy tool – that of policy dialogue – because it an important way for us
all to gain access to our decision-makers and get our voices heard and our priorities
known, and even for us to participate in making the decisions that really affect our lives.

People-centred advocacy for the rights-based approach
Advocacy is the actions we use to influence such things as public policies, societal
attitudes, and the decisions made by our District Assemblies on our behalf. Advocacy
strengthens our voices, helping us to defend our rights and demand for them to be
fulfilled, and to have our opinions genuinely considered and reflected in decisions that
affect our lives. We can also advocate for transparency and accountability in the use of
local public funding. For the current FoE-Ghana project claiming our rights to basic
services such as water, sanitation and health, we will use a variety of advocacy methods
to get our voices heard and our needs and rights met by our District Assemblies. Most
important is that people at the grassroots will be at the centre of those voices.
Traditional advocacy is about professionals or NGOs working towards making changes
on behalf of others, most especially poor, marginalized, vulnerable or disenfranchised
groups. People-centred advocacy, by contrast, enables and empowers these groups
to speak for themselves so we can all negotiate for our rights to be met and our basic
needs fulfilled50.
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Some of the characteristics of people-centred advocacy include :
• Non-violent action: The means and the ends must be compatible. Therefore we can
never use unjust means to achieve a just end, so people-centred advocacy uses
non-violent direct action to change unjust power relations.
• Rights based approach: We are not passive beneficiaries of our government, and
neither are we charity seekers. Rather the government has a moral responsibility to
fulfill our rights to basic services. People-centred advocacy mobilizes people and
civil society against violations of human rights. It also seeks to strengthen our
participation in decision-making and implementation. People-centred advocacy is
therefore a perfect tool for demanding our rights to basic services such as water,
sanitation and health, and for seeking to participate in making the decisions that
affect our lives. We can also use it to demand transparency and accountability from
our District Assemblies in the use of local public funds.
• Enable marginalized groups to speak for themselves: People-centred advocacy
goes beyond advocating on behalf of the poor, marginalized and vulnerable
groups amongst us, and instead enables and empowers us all to speak for
ourselves.
• Participation: shared power and responsibilities and the inclusion of as many
people as possible from diverse backgrounds in the process of social change are all
essential to people-centred advocacy
• Communication: This is also essential to any type of advocacy so that we share
information, and put our messages across through various channels such as
durbars, forums, meetings, community radio, newspapers, posters, drama etc. It is
about sharing, learning and inspiring, and is essential if we are to bring about any
meaningful change for our communities.

Rights-based approaches
Each one of us is inherently entitled to certain inalienable fundamental human rights
and freedoms, and these are established in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights52. The rights based advocacy approach recognizes that all people have certain
rights and that it is the moral duty of governments, as the duty-bearers, to fulfill these
rights for their people. The role of civil society is to help poor and marginalized people
to overcome the obstacles that stop them enjoying their rights53. NGOs also help
governments to fulfill their roles and duties to their people by giving them resources
such as financial support or training. Once we, the rights holders, become aware of our
rights, we can come together to use our voices and assert our authority to claim our
50
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rights from the duty-bearers. This rights-based approach to advocacy is a selfempowering way for all of us, most especially the poor and marginalized amongst us,
to understand and claim our rights so we can enact and enjoy them, and live a life of
dignity54. People-centred advocacy, encompassing as it does a rights-based approach,
is therefore the perfect way for us to demand that our rights to basic services such as
water, sanitation and health be fulfilled by our government, and to participate in local
decision making. It also gives us a way to demand for our rights to information by
advocating for transparency and accountability in the use of local public funds.

There are various activities involved in planning a participatory people-centred
advocacy strategy5S. Advocacy is not something people do alone. We will do this either
in our community based organizations, or together in a coalition with other
community organizations, NGOs, groups representing women, youth, the elderly, or
marginalized and vulnerable people, religious groups, community leaders etc. Here
are some of the activities we should do to plan our advocacy strategy.
Personal and organizational assessment: First of all it is useful to assess our personal
and organisational skills, knowledge and capacities. It will help us know what we are
capable of doing, and then decide if we need to gain further support from people with
particular knowledge or skills who can help us achieve our goals. Then we need to
develop a long-term political vision that is consistent with our goals and objectives and
will guide the advocacy planning.
Problem identification and analysis: We are already aware of the broader issues, but
we need to identify the precise problems we want to address. This must be a fully
participatory process that includes the voices of all groups in our communities,
especially the marginalized, vulnerable and poor. We should prioritise the problems so
we decide which ones we want to work on first. We can also discuss some possible
solutions. The FoE-Ghana project is concerned with people's lack of access to basic
services such as water, sanitation and health. So for this project, these will be the issues
our advocacy will focus on, and together we'll decide on the specific problems and the
advocacy strategies to address them.
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Framing the advocacy issue: When we have identified and defined our problems, we
can set out our cause in a way that gives it wider public appeal to gather further
support.
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Policy and situational research: We need to gather information about the policies,
laws and budgets that impact on our issues of concern. We also need information
about the causes of the problems, who is affected by them and how, for example: Why
do communities X and Y have no water? How do they overcome this huge challenge?
What is the impact on their lives and their families? What are the broader impacts on
their communities? Lack of access to water and sanitation has much broader
implications because it undermines our health, our capacity to learn and work and
ultimately our ability to reduce our poverty, and ultimately reduces our contribution to
local and national development in Ghana. The information we gather from the
communities will be used to prepare materials for our media, outreach, lobbying and
negotiations.
Contextual analysis: This involves understanding the political situation on the ground
in our local communities, and at district and national levels. We need to understand
the power dynamics that result in some groups being marginalized from local
decision-making. We also need to know if there is any level of transparency and
accountability in District Assemblies' decisions about how local public money is used
and which projects get funded. We may need to bring in someone with specialist
knowledge who can advise us on these issues, and then we will know at whom and how
to target our advocacy activities.
Long term goals and short term outputs: Here we decide the specific political,
economic and social changes we want to achieve with our advocacy. These will define
what we will negotiate for when we meet the District Assemblies. There will be longer
term goals that will take time to achieve, such as universal access to water, sanitation
and health in our communities. We must also have shorter term outputs that are more
easily achieved to encourage us and our supporters. One of these might be, for
instance, to establish a regular forum when we'll meet our District Assemblies to
discuss priorities for development projects and use of public funds. Another might be
to get a borehole in the ten communities currently suffering the worst access to water
in the District.
Power mapping: This is about identifying our supporters, targets, allies and
opponents for our advocacy activities. We need to be ready for people to oppose and
frustrate our activities, as well as know who our allies will be within the decision making
structures. Then we are better prepared to face difficulties as well as make the best use
of any available assets.
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Advocacy objectives: When we have decided our goals, identified our allies and
opponents, and gathered information on the problems and how people are affected
by them, we can develop some advocacy objectives. These detail the desired changes
we want towards the provision of public services and the participation of communities
in local decision making. The objectives will also define how the advocacy will
ultimately improve our lives.

Measuring progress and adjusting action: We must evaluate our progress as we go
along. This will help us adjust our actions in response to changing situations, successes
and failures as we learn about what works and what doesn't.

Implementation
Our advocacy initiative will use a variety of strategies to mobilize support and push for
change. To decide which strategies we want to use, we will need to consider the
political context, the capacity, resources and skills of our group or coalition, and the
political and social risks that may be involved. Below are some useful people-centred
advocacy strategies that we can think about using.
Coalition building: For our advocacy to be effective, we need to join with other
community based organizations and NGOs so that we act together. This will make our
voices much more powerful, and also bring together a diverse range of skills,
knowledge and capabilities that will benefit our cause.
Research with communities: Focus groups within our communities will be useful to
understand the local situation regarding availability of basic services such as water,
sanitation and health, and then gather opinions (using Community Score Cards) on
the quality of the services we already have. This information provides credible
evidence for preparing our lobbying materials and to use in our negotiations with the
District Assemblies. We can also find out what communities know about how decisions
are made for the use and disbursement of local public funds for local development
projects. We can use this information when we advocate for transparency and
accountability in decisions about how these funds are used.
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Activities, actions, tactics and implementation: Once we have decided our
objectives, we can identify the activities we will use to achieve them. These will include
awareness raising, outreach, media, lobbying and negotiation tactics. We will work
closely with the media and community radio to strengthen our voices and reach a wide
audience to gain public support and put pressure on our District Assemblies to act on
our behalf.
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Public education and media: Many people are not aware we have rights to basic
services such as water, sanitation and health. Education is therefore a very important
first step for advocacy. We can use community durbars to reach a wide number and
diversity of people in the communities to raise awareness of our rights. We can also
introduce the advocacy campaign and gather support for our cause. Community
radio, posters, leaflets and articles in the newspapers also help raise awareness as well
as ensure our voices are heard by local decision-makers. This will increase the pressure
on them and can influence their decisions.
Mobilise people to call for their rights to be fulfilled: once we are all aware that we
have rights to basic services such as water, sanitation and health, and that it is the
responsibility of the District Assemblies to fulfill those rights, we are empowered to act
together and demand that those rights are met. We are building coalitions between
communities, community based organizations and individuals so we can work
together in mobilizing communities to take action and make our concerns known to
the District Assemblies so they can be genuinely considered and reflected in the
decisions that affect our lives. We can organise actions such as rallies, meetings with
decision makers, more awareness activities, and media work with the local papers and
community radio to: demand our rights to services are met; advocate for our
participation in decision making; and put pressure on the District Assemblies to be
transparent and accountable in their use of local public funds.
Lobbying and negotiation: We need the District Assemblies to know our
communities' priorities for local development initiatives and how we would like local
public funds to be used. We need the District Assemblies to be transparent and
accountable in decisions about which projects get funded and how local funds are
used. Lobbying is useful because we meet face-to-face with our decision-makers to
persuade them to support an advocacy issue or proposal. Negotiation is about
bargaining to find common ground between us and our decision-makers, and we will
use this when we meet the District Assemblies.
Collaboration: We aim to achieve agreement between our communities and the
District Assemblies so we can collaborate directly with them in making decisions about
local development priorities and uses of local public funds, as well as in developing
public services and facilities. This collaboration will take place during the District
Community Engagement Forums that we will establish, where community
representatives will meet the District Assemblies to share information, such as
communities' priorities on the use of public funds for local development projects.
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Some of the benefits of people-centred advocacy include56:
• It is an enabling process: by empowering and mobilizing all of us at the grassroots,
especially the marginalized and vulnerable groups, to speak up for our rights, we
can also gain wider benefits of social equity and political participation for everyone,
especially marginalized groups.
• It gives a sustainable result: by building support amongst all of us at the grassroots
level who have shared interests, experiences and concerns, and by developing
alliances with other like-minded community groups and NGOs, people-centred
advocacy can have a more sustainable impact because we are motivated to keep
working, and even to take up new issues over time.
• It is an effective process: people centred advocacy is a value-driven approach that
aims to promote social equity and human rights. And there is also a pragmatic side
in that it can boost public advocacy efforts. Grassroots activists with some expertise
and mass support have proved to be better lobbyists than many professional
experts57.

Policy dialogue58
Policy dialogue is one of the methods we can use as an advocacy strategy to meet our
District Assemblies face to face. A policy dialogue brings together people from various
interest groups with differing and sometimes opposing perspectives on, but with a
mutual interest in, an issue or a problem. The purpose of the policy dialogue is to
enable discussion of these differing perspectives, share information and preferences
from the different groups, improve mutual understanding, and assess the level of
consensus or controversy that exists around the issues. When done well, policy
dialogue can be a powerful advocacy platform and a valuable source of information
for the participants. For example, it gives us the opportunity for decision makers to
hear our priorities for local development projects and for how local public funds
should be used. Through policy dialogue, we can get a voice in decision making. We
bring a valuable resource to the policy dialogue: we can give our District Assemblies an
insight into our communities, our lives, our priorities and the hardships of living with

planning, assessing and learning in people-centred advocacy: summary of learning. Working paper 1.
Advocacy action research project. ActionAid USA.
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limited or no access to basic services such as water, sanitation and health. We can use
these meetings to make certain demands: for our rights to basic services to be fulfilled;
for our priorities to be reflected in local decision making; and for our District
Assemblies to be transparent and accountable in how local public funds are used. It
also gives us an opportunity to learn from our District Assemblies about how they
decide which development projects to fund and how to spend public money.
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Policy dialogues are usually about trying to get commitments from the more powerful
participants to help the less powerful interest groups. Ideally, then, the different
groups in the policy dialogue should commit to taking concrete actions towards
implementing effective solutions for the issues being discussed. We want to get
commitments from the District Assemblies to provide basic services, such as water,
sanitation and health, in our communities. We will also need to make our own
commitments and then negotiate with our District Assemblies to come to an
agreement. If we can achieve this, then we have had a successful policy dialogue.

How does a policy dialogue work best?
While there is no single ideal model, the best way is a dialogue that's closed (i.e. open
only to invited people), the group is relatively small, and there is little emphasis on
formal protocol. It should be well structured so all participants have the opportunity to
contribute, and focused on a limited number of issues. A successful dialogue
concludes with a set of commitments to action by all parties.

Planning for a policy dialogue
We need to prepare clear and focused objectives for what we want to achieve at the
policy dialogue, which will be consistent with the objectives of our overall advocacy
strategy. This will ensure both the common and the different positions are brought to
the surface. We must make sure we have at least one objective that we know we can
achieve without big additional resources. This could be to get agreement from the
District Assembly to provide a borehole in each of the ten communities with the worst
access to potable water, or that they will be open, transparent and accountable with
their budgets, for example by using Public Revenue Reporting and Monitoring. Or
even to allow us to participate in discussing, prioritizing and deciding how public
money is spent, by using a form of Participatory Budgeting.

Who should participate?
•
•

A small number of participants with focused purposes is best
Only invited people should attend

WATER & SANITATION
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• Think carefully about who should participate from the communities. Most likely it
will include representatives from: women's leaders; youth leaders; marginalized
and vulnerable groups including the elderly and people with disabilities; religious
groups; and community leaders. Since all these groups will also be members of the
coalition and are likely to have common opinions about access to basic services, it
may not be necessary for a member from each group to attend, because the
coalition members (who are also representatives of these groups) will represent
their views. Participants should ideally be active, influential, thoughtful and vocal
leaders who are fully aware of the views of their groups on the issues to be
addressed.
• Representatives of our District Assemblies working in departments that deal with
the issues we will address (i.e. access to services, such as water, sanitation and
health) who can bring valuable information and/or have the authority to make the
commitments we want from them should be targeted to attend. We may need to
do some research to find out exactly who are the right people to invite. They are
likely to include representatives from the District Health Departments, the
Community Water and Sanitation Agency, and the District Water and Sanitation
Teams. If there is anyone who could be an ally from within one or more of these
organizations, then they should also be invited. Likewise, someone who is involved
in actually doing the work we need doing will be useful, because they bring 'on the
ground' information about, for example, what exactly the problems are in getting
services provided to our communities.
• Engage a mutually agreed-upon external facilitator who has experience in policy
dialogues and who is also knowledgeable about and sympathetic to the issues we
will address.
The policy dialogue will need enough time to allow everyone to present their views,
but it mustn't be so long that people get frustrated or agitated. Hopefully a meeting of
3-4 hours should be sufficient to cover the issues we need to address and allow time
for negotiation, commitments and action planning.

Preparing for the policy dialogue
•

Make sure we have reliable data on the situation in our communities regarding the
availability and quality of basic services so we can be very clear and certain when
presenting our position. This data will be collected during the Community Score
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•

•
•

•
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Card focus groups, and possibly by Citizen Report Card surveys59.
Prepare a programme for the meeting, which should allow for the following:
o The objectives. Include in the programme the clear and focused objectives of
the policy dialogue. Also agreements about what will and what will NOT be
discussed, who will speak and the timeframes.
o Fair allocation of time. Each of the groups must be given a chance to speak.
About 10-15 minutes should be enough time for each. Since all the groups will
likely be demanding the same (i.e. priority is access to quality basic services, and
secondary are for participation in local decision-making, and transparency and
accountability in the use of local public funds), we should only need one
presentation from the community side. This will allow more time for the
dialogue and negotiation stage.
o After each presentation, we should then allow time for questions and
clarifications
o We must also include time for general discussion. This is the main part of the
dialogue, and must not be cut short.
o Finally we need to allow time at the end of the dialogue when all the groups will
make commitments to solutions.
Designate a record keeper before the event so we keep written records of the
dialogue. Good record keeping requires skills, so we need to find the right person.
Rehearse our presentation to ensure it is concise, clear and effective. If we rehearse
in front of our group, then we can be sure we have got our facts straight. It will also
help build our confidence
Prepare our commitments. We also need to bring commitments to the negotiating
table, such as offering community labour to dig the KVIP pits or a small financial
contribution from communities towards a water borehole. We need to agree on
what we are prepared to offer.

The event
Introductions: The facilitator must be aware of who is present and why, what the
position is of each participant on the issue, and what role each of us plays. Each
participant should be introduced. The facilitator will then state the objectives of the
policy dialogue and the common concerns; acknowledge that there are differing
perspectives; acknowledge that there are unequal power relations amongst the
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Participatory Monitoring and Evaluation approaches (e.g. Community Score Cards and Citizen Report Cards)
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delivery and quality.
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participants; and make it clear that each group may be expected to give ground and
gain ground.
The facilitator must:
•
•
•
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•

•
•
•

Allow each speaker to share the positions of their respective group, and make sure
they keep to their allotted time.
Ensure the exchanges, questions and clarifications are productive and respectful.
After a participant has spoken, ensure all other participants understand their
position on the issue.
To encourage commitments from each side, the facilitator can outline the benefits
that will result, not just for individuals but also for communities and for Ghana as a
whole, when all people have access to basic services such as water, sanitation and
health. These will include, for example, healthier people who are more productive
at school and work, and can contribute more to local and national development;
and a cleaner environment because there will be no more outside defecation. The
facilitator must mediate between the various groups to discover, clarify or create
the highest joint gains possible. The groups will likely need to negotiate
downwards to agree on things that really are achievable, otherwise it could be that
nothing will get accomplished.
Ensure participants commit to take concrete actions within a defined time and with
clear roles and responsibilities for different parties.
Ensure all commitments are written down in detail, including what, when and by
whom.
Close by reminding all the participants of what has been agreed and what they
have committed to. Thank the participants for their time, and promise to send
follow-up information and invitations to the next forum meeting.

Follow up after the Policy Dialogue
Send a thank you letter to each participant or group that attended. In the letter, also
include the commitments that were made.
Involve the media and community radio to tell the story of what has been achieved.
This will build public support for our advocacy activities and also help ensure that
commitments are met.
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What's next?
We have seen the usefulness of people-centred advocacy and the rights-based
approach are for helping all people, not just the professionals and the NGOs, to
demand for their rights to be met and to participate in decision-making. We have also
seen that policy-dialogue provides a useful tool for participatory governance as it
enables us to meet our District Assemblies and advocate for the provision of basic
services in our communities, as well as transparency and accountability in the use of
local public funds.

•

•
•
•
•

Participate in the awareness raising activities so we know when actions are taking
place and we can be part of the advocacy activities towards our District Assemblies
demanding for our rights to be fulfilled.
Join the coalition so we strengthen our voices
Write letters to our local newspapers demanding for the provision of services
Go to our community radio and raise awareness within our communities about our
rights to services and who is responsible for fulfilling them
Organize forums to meet with our District Assemblies and get our voices heard.

Services such as water, sanitation and health are not luxuries. They are our right, as
recognised in Ghana's constitutions and laws. So let's join with others and demand
those rights are met by our District Assemblies.
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Now we need to start some actions towards getting our rights to services met and our
voices heard. Some activities we can engage in include:
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Conclusion
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We are now aware that we all have rights to basic services such as water, sanitation and
health. These are not privileges. They constitute some of our most fundamental
human rights, which are enshrined in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as
well as being protected by Ghana's laws and constitution. These rights are for all of us
to enjoy without any distinction based on race, colour, sex, language, religion, political
or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status. We also now
know who is responsible for fulfilling those rights by providing our communities with
basic services. Now we need tell our District Assemblies that we know our rights, and
that we know it is their role to fulfill those rights.
We have learned about lots of ways we can engage with our District Assemblies
through participatory governance. These tools and practices allow us to get our voices
heard and to participate in decision making about which local development projects
we want to be prioritized for funding, and about how we want local public funds to be
used.
We have also learned about how we can join together in our communities and our
community groups to strengthen our voices for advocacy and action. We have seen
how we can develop and sustain coalitions to give us the powerful voices we need to
put pressure on our District Assemblies and demand that they fulfill our rights by
providing our communities with basic services. We can also make other demands,
such as for transparency and accountability in the District Assembly's use of local
public funds, as well as to participate in making the decisions that affect our lives.
Finally we have looked at how we can use people-centred advocacy as a way of
empowering all people, including the most marginalized, poor and vulnerable
amongst us, to demand for our rights of access to basic services. We have also learned
about policy dialogue and how it can be a useful advocacy strategy for meeting with
our District Assemblies and dialoguing with them over the issues of greatest concern
to our communities.
Now that we are empowered with all this new knowledge and all these new skills, let's
put it all to good use by demanding for our rights to be fulfilled by our District
Assemblies. There are lots of actions we can take, as we have outlined in the various
chapters of this manual:
•

Participate in the awareness raising durbars when they are organised in our
communities. These will give us the opportunity to learn even more, and also join in
the activities organised to assess local access to public services in our communities,

•
•

•

•

WATER & SANITATION
A RIGHT, NOT A PRIVILEGE

as well as evaluate the quality of any services that are already available. We will also
hear about other actions to put pressure on the District Assemblies to provide our
communities with services.
Join the coalition so we can participate in the activities that are pressing for change
Organize advocacy actions such as mass rallies and media events with newspapers
and community radio to put out messages about our rights to basic services. We
can use slogans such as “Water, sanitation and health are our rights, not privileges”.
Put pressure on our District Assemblies and make our demands:
o For basic services such as water, sanitation and health to be provided in our
communities
o To participate in decisions about which development projects are prioritised for
funding
o To see our District Assembly's budgets and accounts to gain transparency and
accountability in the use of local public funds
o To participate in decisions about how local public funds are used and disbursed
for local development projects
Respectfully request for our District Assembly to join us in a regular forum where
members of our communities and of the coalition will meet with members of the
District Assemblies, the Community Water and Sanitation Agencies and the District
Water and Sanitation teams to discus access to basic services and negotiate a way
forward for service provision.

Together we really can make a difference in our communities. We can improve the
welfare of ourselves, our families, our children, and the generations yet unborn. So let's
get together and give it a try.
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People-centred advocacy and policy dialogue

For further information, contact:

Dr. Theo Anderson
The Director, Friends of the Earth-Ghana
Theo.foe.140@gmail.com, t.anderson@foe-gh.org

Dr. Helen La Trobe
helen.foe.ghana@gmail.com

Website: www.foe-gh.org
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